2013 ford edge wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of ford edge wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined
standard photographic representation of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as
streamlined forms, and also the power and signal links between the gadgets. A wiring diagram
typically offers details about the family member position and setup of tools and terminals on the
gadgets, in order to help in building or servicing the gadget. A photographic diagram would
certainly reveal extra information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes
use of a more symbolic symbols to emphasize interconnections over physical look. A wiring
diagram is commonly used to troubleshoot problems as well as to make sure that all the
connections have actually been made which whatever exists. Assortment of ford edge wiring
diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. Architectural circuitry layouts reveal the approximate locations as well as
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and also permanent electrical services in a building.
Adjoining cord paths might be shown roughly, where certain receptacles or fixtures have to get
on an usual circuit. The electric signs not only reveal where something is to be installed, yet
additionally what kind of gadget is being set up. A surface area ceiling light is revealed by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling light has a different symbol, and also a surface fluorescent light has
an additional icon. On big tasks signs might be phoned number to reveal, for instance, the panel
board as well as circuit to which the tool links, as well as likewise to identify which of a number
of types of component are to be set up at that place. A set of wiring layouts may be needed by
the electric inspection authority to accept connection of the home to the general public electric
supply system. Circuitry representations will additionally consist of panel timetables for circuit
breaker panelboards, as well as riser layouts for unique services such as smoke alarm or
closed circuit television or other unique solutions. Wiring Diagram Sample. Restoring electrical
wiring, even more than some other home project is all about protection. Install an outlet
appropriately and it's as safe as that can be; do the installation improperly and is actually
potentially deadly. That is why there are so many rules surrounding electrical wiring and
installations. The particular rules can be complicated, for positive, and sometimes complicated,
even for master electricians, but you will find basic concepts plus practices that apply to almost
every power wiring project, especially the kind that will DIYers are certified to tackle. Effectively
read a wiring diagram, one has to know how the components inside the method operate. For
instance , in case a module will be powered up and it also sends out the signal of fifty percent
the voltage plus the technician does not know this, he would think he offers an issue, as this
individual would expect a 12V signal. Subsequent diagrams is reasonably simple, but applying
it inside the scope of how the device operates is a different matter. Our most sage advice is not
really only look in the diagram, nevertheless understand how the constituents operate when in
use. Read wiring diagrams from negative to positive and redraw the signal being a straight line.
For DIY electricians, there's a lot of jumbled up information of what you should or shouldn't do.
Electricity is very dangerous and can simply lead to electrocution, so you need to call an
emergency electrical contractor for sensitive wiring cases. However, you may work on small
electrical wiring in your home provided you follow safety precautions. To make you better at
wiring, here are some reliable tips and techniques you need to perfect. Likely to be in a lot
better position to guard yourself and work better. An RCD residual current device is one of the
most important things to have in your circuits. It is located on plug outlets or fuse boxes to stop
electric shock in the case of a DIY blunder. RCDs are devices that are employed to monitor the
flow of current through a particular circuit, and they cut off the existing whenever it moves
through an unintentional path. So if you accidentally touch a live line, the RCD would identify
the abnormal flow of the existing and immediately shut off the circuit. This specific keeps both
your family safe. Having the right tools at hand is another important aspect of electrical work.
For example, avoid using knives as opposed to stripshow when stripping your wires. Knives
may weaken the line by notching the copper inside. Choose linesman pliers as opposed to the
ordinary slip-joint huge pliers when intending to twist wires. The particular ordinary pliers
would give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in future. Likewise, ensure you've
received a tester to test the volt quality of the wire connections before and after working on
them. Terminal contacts are the finish points of wires, where a connection with a circuit occurs.
These are some of the most frequent connections, specifically if you're working with
receptacles and changes. Terminal connections undergo a lot of stress, and poor joints easily
loosen. So here's the trick. When wrapping a wire around the terminal screw, do it in a
clockwise direction. Of which way, the mess tightens the relationship as it will go in. Also
ensure that all the wire that's wrapped around the attach is stripped. Within case which airport
terminal slot, you should be extra careful. Strip the wire just right such that no insulation goes
underneath the slot, and no bare wire is left. Any errors here could cause the wire to the touch
the ground wire or box. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I

comment. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Best tricks and techniques in home wiring For
DIY electricians, there's a lot of jumbled up information of what you should or shouldn't do.
Facebook Tweet Pin. Wiring Collection. Avoid shortages and malfunctions when cabling your
car's electronic devices. Effectively read a cabling diagram, one has to find out how the
particular components within the method operate. For example , when a module will be powered
up also it sends out a signal of half the voltage and the technician would not know this, he'd
think he provides a challenge, as he or she would expect the 12V signal. Next diagrams is
reasonably simple, but making use of it within the scope of how the system operates is a new
different matter. Our best advice is not necessarily only look from the diagram, yet understand
how the constituents operate when in use. Read wiring diagrams from negative to positive and
redraw the circuit as a straight line. All circuits usually are the same â€” voltage, ground, single
component, and changes. They can include a multimeter, a non-contact voltage metal detector
tests the heat of wire without touching it and a mixture sheath and wire stripper. Being
equipped with the right tools will help you be prepared for anything throughout the electrical
switch wiring process. The black cable, on the other hand, is the hot wire and goes into the hot
terminal, the one opposite the neutral terminal. The actual variation between the cables will
allow you to wire your home properly and steer clear of the high voltage of swapping the neutral
and hot. There are wire extensions available if you finish up cutting them short, but the wiring
will work better if it is intact. Luckily, there are oversized plates available at hardware stores that
you can use to cover your switches. They tend to be only slightly more expensive, but
additionally last longer. A good way to tell a quality switch or outlet is by the existence of a
back-wire feature. Be sure to test the voltage of wires and circuits before touching them.
Testing electric parts with tools such as a line sniffer or a multimeter will tell you if they are safe
to touch or if an electrical current is flowing through them. Electrical work can become a
dangerous job, especially when youre unsure as to what youre doing. Always test before
touching. Searching for tutorials on what to wire a light swap is a great way to learn more about
how precisely to accomplish. Learning how to do electrical work in an educational setting is the
best way to ensure you understand what you are doing in home DIY electrical wiring. Facebook
Tweet Pin. Automotive wiring in a Ford Edge vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to
identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time
consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio,
car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp,
car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car
audio wires for your Ford Edge headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam
and save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light,
turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Ford Edge car radio
wiring diagrams, Ford Edge car audio wiring diagrams, Ford Edge car stereo wiring diagrams,
Ford Edge car radio wiring schematics, Ford Edge car wiring diagrams and cataloged them
online for use by our visitors for free. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your
new mobile electronics rather than spend countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes
to which Ford Edge part or component. Use of the Ford Edge wiring information is at your own
risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found
here to your Ford Edge. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any
missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to
post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not
be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified
Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to
our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Follow Us. Copyright by
ModifiedLife. Custom Search. My question is OR if you know where to get a Wiring Diagram?
Thanks In Advance! I am having the same issue with my Edge SE. Can't wait to see who can
help out with this issue.. Great minds think alike! I've been fighting with this for a long time now
and its finally warm enough to fight this on my Edge. My driver door sensor quit working while
still under warranty so they replaced the switch; passenger door switch started acting up this
past winter and we've been putting up with it ever since. I did find a mediocre YouTube video of
the complete disassembly of the door to gain access to the switch; but it was almost a 45
minute process - and to what end? I'm a mechanical engineer and thats just insane to me!! I
love working with my hands but thats just a pure waste of time. We don't have children so my
plan is to completely disable the sensor - we'll obviously know if the door is not latched!
Currently, just the front passenger door is acting up, and this is the only door I'll "modify" at
this time. That old Win XP laptop in the closet is now good for something again! I have since
found the following info: there is a pin harness that plugs into the Body Control Module BCM
where the fuses are. Hopefully I'll have some time sometime this week to cut the wire and see

what happens. Or perhaps one of you will beat me to the punch?! So I removed the harness
from the BCM, and cut the white wire coming out of pin 5 about 1" away from the connector
housing since the front passenger door is the one I'm having the problem with. And the front
passenger door ajar icon was displayed on the dash. So thats how the wiring has to be: each of
the four pins I listed in my earlier post have to be connected to ground in order for the car to
think the door is closed - and hence the door ajar icon will not be displayed. I removed the
plastic cover that covered the driver door threshold which also runs up the the side of the door
opening to the roof latch release lever - which exposed two metal bolts that serve as ground
contacts for other electrical circuits. So I soldered the other end of my black wire to a. Now
when I open the passenger door - there is NO door ajar icon warning anymore. Annoyance is
gone - good riddance! Along with adding a separate switch, this is an interesting DIY solution!
Happen to take any pics? If I do go thru the hassle to take the door apart and evaluate the latch
design, I would most likely replace the switch with the factory switch and take relevant
dimensions of everything while its apart. And then I'd work on a new design and have it in place
in case the switch fails again. Finding off-the-shelf switches, that are sealed due to the
environment it's exposed to , that has similar mounting hole patterns, with action arm that is
shaped correctly and articulates in the free space thats available to it inside the door is not
something one just goes to NAPA and they're on the shelf! And I certainly wouldn't want my
door in pieces for those weeks while the research was being done! Luckily, I'm a pretty good
machinist and have a nice machine shop at work - so creating a custom mounting plate or
articulation arm wouldn't be a problem - but again, having the access to the entire design is key.
But sorry, no pics. Its just your basic "cut a wire and solder a loose wire onto it and connect the
other end of the loose wire to ground". You just push it back into place when you're done. Oh and a scrap piece of wire! And I won't even mention a headlamp - what sort of car work can be
done in this day and age without your trusty headlamp!?!? I was having the same door-ajar
issue but mine was the front passenger door. I have come up with a pretty simple work-around
that should last the life of the car. I was thinking about finding a push-button type switch that I
could mount in the main door post but I knew that would involve drilling into the post,
something I really didn't really want to do as it's pretty intrusive. But then I thought about using
a magnetic switch instead. A magnetic switch is something easy to find. They are used in lot's
of security alarm systems for monitring doors and windows. They are usually designed with
pin-outs for both normally-open N. They have a a magnetically sensitive reed switch that moves
open or closed when a magnet is close by. The Edge door - ajar switch is looking for a GND
when the door closes. Placing another switch in parallel with the door - ajar switch is all you
need to do. There are two wires that come from the switch inside the door on the door latch
mechanism. For the passenger door the wire you want to find is the white 22 AWG wire in the
bundle coming out of the door. This will allow you to see the wiring bundle where it enters the
car from the door up next to the glove box. Look for the thinner of the two. This is the wire you
need to splice into. At this point if you don't care about the interior lights coming on when you
open the door and you just don't want to see the door-ajar warning any more you can simply
add a simple normally-open switch with one side of the switch attached the the white wire and
the other to a GND. Turn the switch and the door-ajar warning will go away as you've now
grounded the sensing wire at the Body Control Module. I simply added the switch so the
warning went away and I left it that way until I was ready to install the magnetic switch. When I
was ready to add the magnetic switch I just paralleled the new switch across the switch I'd
previously installed. I placed the magnetic switch inside the plastic trim just beside the top
fastener clip. I afixed the switch with some decent double-sided tape. I reinstalled the trim. Then
I then took a small but powerful neodymium magnet and moved it around the outside of the trim
near the area where the switch was installed behind the trim until I could tell it was closing the
switch. I had a DVM across the switch at this point so I could see when the switch was closing
Once I was confident I had the right spot using some silicone adhesive I glued the small magnet
to the plastic door trim directly across from the switch. Now when the door closes, the magnet
is brought close enough to the magnetic switch that the door sensor receives a GND and the
door-ajar warning is gone. It works perfectly and only cost a few bucks. If anyone is interested I
will provide some pictures. BTW, for the driver's door the wire you'd be looking for in the the
driver's door wiring would be the 22 AWG Green with a Violet stripe. I'll get some pictures and
post them soon. The magnetic switch is readily available in most hardware stores. Here are a
few pictures of the above project. The magnet is siliconed to the door panel. I've circled the area
where the magnetic switch is mounted in behind the plastic trim panel. You can locate the white
wire easily behind the panel and trace it along to where you can splice into it. There is also a
nearby grounding point for the other side of the switch. I followed a video on youtube where it
said to spray electrical parts clear directly in the side of thr door where the latch is i did it and

have not had the door ajar light since and it saved me the couple hundred dollars ford wanted to
charge me and took only a few mins. I have the same issue on my Ford Edge. I have decided to
go with the solution to ground the door latch sensor. However, when I open the wire cluster I
find 3 wires that are green and violet. Two are identical and the third has a different shade of
green. Does anyone have a guide that shows which color goes to the door latch or know which
one form experience? You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new
account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Images 3.
Recommended Posts. Report post. Posted May 4, Share this post Link to post Share on other
sites. Posted May 26, Posted June 1, Posted June 7, Posted February 21, Ian Nathanson. Posted
October 2, Posted June 15, Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member
in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community.
Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Sign In Sign Up. Quick
Links Download this manual. Automobile Ford Edge Owner's Manual pages. Page 5 Table of
Contents Seats Sitting in the correct position Page 9 Errors and omissions excepted. We
recommend that you take some time to get to know your vehicle by reading this manual. The
more that you know about it, the greater the safety and pleasure you will get from driving it.
These are some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Page 12 In order to properly
diagnose and service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company, Ford of Canada, and service and
repair facilities may Page 13 EDR. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access
event data recorder Page 14 If you do not want Ford or its vendors to receive this information,
do not activate the service. Ford Motor Company and the vendors it uses to provide you with
this information do not store your vehicle travel information. If you have financed or leased your
vehicle through Ford Credit, thank you for your business. For your convenience, we offer a
number of ways to contact us, as well as help manage your account. Special Instructions For
your added safety, your vehicle is fitted with sophisticated electronic controls. A market unique
supplement may be supplied that complements this book. Page 19 Child Safety
Recommendations for Safety Restraints for Children Recommended Child size, height, weight,
or age restraint type Infants Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg or Use a child safety seat less
generally age four or younger. NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in front of an active airbag.
They can slide around and increase the likelihood of injury or death in a crash. These objects
may become projectiles in a crash or sudden stop, which may increase the risk of serious
injury. Page Booster Seats Child Safety Note: The child seat must rest tightly against the vehicle
seat upon which it is installed. It may be necessary to lift or remove the head restraint. See the
Seats chapter for information on head restraints. Page 24 Child Safety If the booster seat slides
on the vehicle seat upon which it is being used, placing a rubberized mesh sold as shelf or
carpet liner under the booster seat may improve this condition. Do not introduce any item
thicker than this under the booster seat. If you must use a forward-facing child seat in the front
seat, move the seat all the way back. Page 26 Child Safety 1. Position the child safety seat in a
seat with a combination lap and shoulder belt. Pull down on the shoulder belt and then grasp
the shoulder belt and lap belt together. While holding the shoulder and lap belt portions
together, route the tongue through the child seat according to the child seat Page 27 Child
Safety 4. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle the buckle closest to the direction the
tongue is coming from for that seating position until you hear a snap and feel the latch engage.
Make sure the tongue is latched securely by pulling on it. Page 28 There should be no more
than 1 inch 2. Page 29 Child Safety The LATCH system is composed of three vehicle anchor
points: two lower anchors located where your vehicle seatback and seat cushion meet called
the seat bight and one top tether anchor located behind that seating position. LATCH
compatible child safety seats have two rigid or webbing mounted attachments that connect to
the two lower anchors at the LATCH equipped seating positions in your vehicle. Page 31 Child
Safety Once the child safety seat has been installed using either the safety belt, the lower
anchors of the LATCH system, or both, you can attach the top tether strap. The tether strap
anchors in your vehicle are in the following positions shown from top view : Perform the
following steps to install a child safety seat with tether anchors Page Child Safety Locks 4. If
your child restraint system is equipped with a tether strap, and the child restraint manufacturer
recommends its use, Ford also recommends its use. The passenger cannot protect the child
from injury in a crash. Failure to follow this could seriously increase the risk of injury or death.
Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is
coming from until you hear a snap and feel it latch. Page 36 Safety Belts To adjust the comfort
guide: 1. Slip the shoulder belt into the belt guide. Failure to replace the belt and retractor
assembly could increase the risk of injury in crashes. All safety restraints in the vehicle are
combination lap and shoulder belts. Buckle the combination lap and shoulder belt. Grasp the
shoulder portion and pull downward until the entire belt is pulled out. Allow the belt to retract.

As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound. To adjust the shoulder belt height: 1. Pull on
the center button and slide the height adjuster up or down. Release the button and pull down on
the height adjuster to make sure it is locked in place. The system uses information from the
front passenger sensing system to determine if a front seat passenger is present and therefore
potentially in need of a warning. We recommend you leave the system activated for yourself and
others who may use the vehicle. To reduce the risk of injury, do not deactivate or activate the
system while driving the vehicle. However, if the crash was minor and an authorized dealer
finds that the belts do not show damage and continue to operate properly, they do not need to
be replaced. The system is able to analyze different occupant conditions and crash severity
before activating the appropriate safety devices to help better protect a range of occupants in a
variety of frontal crash situations. WARNING: All occupants of your vehicle, including the
driver, should always properly wear their safety belts, even when an airbag supplemental
restraint system is provided. Page 45 Supplementary Restraints System The airbags are a
supplemental restraint system and are designed to work with the safety belts to help protect the
driver and right front passenger from certain upper body injuries. Airbags do not inflate slowly;
there is a risk of injury from a deploying airbag. Note: You will hear a loud bang and see a cloud
of harmless powdery residue if an airbag deploys. Placing your arm over a deploying airbag can
result in serious arm fractures or other injuries. Objects placed on or over the airbag inflation
area may cause those objects to be propelled by the airbag into your face and torso causing
serious injury. WARNING: Sitting improperly out of position or with the seat back reclined too
far can take off weight from the seat cushion and affect the decision of the front passenger
sensing system, resulting in serious injury or death in a crash. Page 49 Supplementary
Restraints System The front passenger sensing system uses a passenger airbag status
indicator which will illuminate indicating that the front passenger frontal airbag is either ON
enabled or OFF disabled. The indicator lamp is located in the center stack of the instrument
panel. Page 54 Supplementary Restraints System WARNING: All occupants of your vehicle
including the driver should always wear their safety belts even when an airbag supplemental
restraint system and curtain airbag is provided. Failure to properly wear your safety belt could
seriously increase the risk of injury or death. The Safety Canopy will not interfere with children
restrained using a properly installed child or booster seat because it is designed to inflate
downward from the headliner above the doors along the side window opening. Page Airbag
Disposal Supplementary Restraints System If any of these things happen, even intermittently,
have the supplemental restraint system serviced at an authorized dealer immediately. Unless
serviced, the system may not function properly in the event of a crash. The safety belt
pretensioners and the airbag supplemental restraint system are designed to activate when the
vehicle sustains frontal or sideways deceleration sufficient to cause the restraints control
module to deploy a safety device or when a certain likelihood of a rollover event is Page Remote
Control Keys and Remote Control The radio frequency used by your remote control can also be
used by other short-distance radio transmissions, for example amateur radios, medical
equipment, wireless headphones, remote controls and alarm systems. If the frequencies are
jammed, you will not be able to use your remote control. Keep the label in a safe place for future
reference. Intelligent Access Key If Equipped Your intelligent access keys operate the power
locks and the remote start system. Note: Do not wipe off any grease on the battery terminals or
on the back surface of the circuit board. Note: Replacing the battery will not delete the
transmitter from your vehicle. Page 61 Keys and Remote Control 3. Remove the old battery.
Press the battery down to make sure it is fully in the housing. Snap the battery cover back onto
the transmitter and install the backup key. Press and hold the desired memory button for five
seconds. A tone will sound after about two seconds. Continue to hold until you hear a second
tone. Press the unlock button on the remote control within three seconds. Repeat this
procedure for each additional remote control if desired. If the duration is set to last 10 minutes,
the duration will extend by another 10 minutes beginning after what is left of the first activation
time. All but one of the keys programmed to the vehicle can be activated with these restricted
modes. Any keys that have not been programmed are referred to as administrator keys or admin
keys. Once you select a speed, it will be shown in the display, followed by an audible tone when
the preselected vehicle speed is exceeded. Page Clearing MyKey 3. Use the arrow buttons to get
to a configurable feature. Note: You can clear or change your MyKey settings at any time during
the same key cycle as you created the MyKey. Once you have switched the engine off, however,
you will need an admin key to change or clear your MyKey settings. If you choose to install a
remote start system, please see your Ford authorized dealer for a Ford-approved remote start
system. Vehicles With Ford-approved Aftermarket Remote Start Systems When using a
Ford-approved aftermarket remote start system, the vehicle recognizes the remote start system
as an additional admin key. Page 69 MyKey compatible with non-Ford-approved remote start

systems, but may help you retain some MyKey functions. When using a non-Ford-approved
remote start system, the vehicle may recognize the remote start system as an additional admin
key with its associated privileges. If you restart the vehicle by inserting a key into the ignition
cylinder and recycling the ignition completely, then you may retain some MyKey functions. See
SecuriLock in the I lost a key. Security chapter. Power Door Locks The power door lock control
is located on the driver and front passenger door panels. Page 73 Locks Note: If any door or the
luggage compartment is open, or if the hood is open on vehicles with an anti-theft alarm or
remote start, the horn sounds twice and the lamps will not flash. Page 74 Locks At the Liftgate
Press the exterior liftgate release button on the top of the liftgate pull-cup handle. Smart
Unlocks for Integrated Keyhead Transmitter This feature helps to prevent you from locking
yourself out of your vehicle if your key is still in the ignition. When you open one of the front
doors and lock your vehicle with the power door lock control, all the doors will lock then unlock
if your key is still in the ignition. Illuminated Exit The interior lamps and select exterior lamps
illuminate when all doors are closed and you switch the ignition off and remove the key from the
ignition integrated keyhead transmitter only. This will also prevent passengers and cargo from
falling out. If you must drive with the liftgate open, keep the vents or windows open so outside
air comes into your vehicle. Page 78 Locks Note: Cycling the ignition while the liftgate is power
closing and is near the latch may cause the liftgate to reverse to full open position. Make sure
you close the liftgate before operating or moving the vehicle, especially in an enclosure, like a
garage or a parking structure. You could damage the liftgate or its components. Page 79 Locks
To open with the outside liftgate control button: 1. Unlock the liftgate with the remote control or
power door unlock button. If an intelligent access transmitter is within 3 feet 1 meter of the
liftgate, the liftgate will unlock when you press the liftgate release button. Disconnect the
battery for 20 seconds then, reconnect the battery. Manually close and fully latch the liftgate.
Power open the liftgate by using the remote control or the instrument panel button. Erasing a
Personal Code 1. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of
security protection. Note: Metallic objects, electronic devices or a second coded key on the
same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues if they are too close to the key when starting
your vehicle. Page 83 Security Store an extra programmed key away from the vehicle in a safe
place to help prevent any inconveniences. See an authorized dealer to purchase additional
spare or replacement keys. Programming a Spare Integrated Keyhead Transmitter Note: A
maximum of eight coded keys can be programmed to your vehicle. Page 84 Security Wait 20
seconds and repeat Steps 1 through 8 if the key was not successfully programmed. Take your
vehicle to your authorized dealer to have the new key programmed if you are still unsuccessful.
Wait 20 seconds and then repeat this procedure from Step 1 to program an additional key. Page
Anti-Theft Alarm Security 5. Press and release the brake pedal one time. Note: Make sure that
you are sitting in the correct position. See Sitting in the Correct Position in the Seats chapter.
Unlock the steering column. Phone mode B. Cluster Display Control Features If equipped with:
MyFord system: This control functions the same as the center control on the faceplate. See
MyFord system in the Audio Systems chapter. Note: Make sure the windshield wipers are
switched off before entering a car wash. Note: Clean the windshield and wiper blades if they
begin to leave streaks or smears. Page Windshield Washers Wipers and Washers Keep the
outside of the windshield clean, especially the area around the interior mirror where the sensor
is located, or sensor performance may be affected. This may scratch the glass, damage the
wiper blades or cause the wiper motor to burn out. Off B. Parking lamps, instrument panel
lamps, license plate lamps and tail lamps C. Headlamps High Beams Push the lever forward to
switch the high beams on. Push the lever forward again or pull the lever toward you to switch
the high beams off. Page Daytime Running Lamps Lighting 4. Turn the ignition on. Turn the
ignition off. Turn the lighting control to the autolamp position. The headlamps and parking
lamps will turn on. Turn the lighting control to the off position when the desired delay time has
been reached. The turn signal control activation and cancellation is electronic. The map lamps
are activated by pressing the controls on either side of the lens. They may seriously injure
themselves. WARNING: When closing the power windows, you should verify they are free of
obstructions and make sure that children and pets are not in the proximity of the window
openings. Page Exterior Mirrors Windows and Mirrors Pull up the window switch and hold
within two seconds of the window reaching the bounce-back position. The window will travel up
with no bounce-back protection. The window will stop if you release the switch before the
window is fully closed. Accessory Delay You can use the window switches for several minutes
after you switch the ignition off, or until you open either front door. Make sure that you fully
engage the mirror in its support when returning it to its original position. Memory Mirrors If
Equipped You can save and recall the mirror positions through the memory function. Page
Interior Mirrors Windows and Mirrors The image of the approaching vehicle is small and near

the inboard edge of the main mirror when it is at a distance. The image becomes larger and
begins to move outboard across the main mirror as the vehicle approaches A. Page Sun Visors
Windows and Mirrors The mirror will dim automatically to reduce glare when bright lights are
detected from behind your vehicle. It will automatically return to normal reflection when you
select reverse gear to make sure you have a clear view when backing up. Page Moonroof
Windows and Mirrors Note: Do not attempt to move the sunshades manually or sunshade
damage or malfunction may occur. The sunshade track clips are designed to release the
sunshade crossbar in order to prevent damage to the system. If this occurs the sunshade
crossbar ends may just need to be slid back into position to regain proper function. Pull and
release the control. The moonroof will stop short of the fully closed position. Pull the control
again and hold to fully close the moonroof. Tachometer B. Information display. See Information
displays for more information. Speedometer D. Fuel gauge Fuel Gauge Indicates approximately
how much fuel is left in the fuel tank when the ignition is on. Left information display.
Speedometer C. Right information display. Turns off when the speed control system is turned
off. A significant decrease in braking performance may occur. It will take you longer to stop the
vehicle. Have the vehicle checked by your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Driving
extended distances with the parking brake engaged can cause brake failure and the risk of
personal injury. It will also illuminate momentarily when you start your vehicle to make sure the
display works. Page Instrument Cluster Safety belt Reminds you to fasten your safety belt. If the
light remains on, have the system serviced immediately. We strongly recommend that you use
extreme caution when using any device that may take your focus off the road. Your primary
responsibility is the safe operation of your vehicle. Note: this will also display in other menus.
Total Odometer located in lower line of display. To calibrate the compass: Enter the compass
menu and select Calibrate. Follow the prompts. To set the compass zone: Enter the compass
menu and select Set. After the round tachometer displays, other display modes with the bar
tachometer can also be chosen. See the Settings chart following to reach the trip display
settings. Fuel XX. Contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Traction control off
Displayed when the traction control has been disabled by the driver. This is caused by
operating the vehicle with the compact spare tire installed or if the system is overheating. The
AWD system will resume normal function and clear this message after driving a short distance
with the road tire re-installed or after the system is allowed to Factory Mode Contact Contact
your authorized dealer as soon as Dealer possible. If the warning stays on after the parking
brake is released, contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible. See your authorized
dealer for service. After the objects are moved away from the seat, if the warning stays on or
continues to come on contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Page Audio System
Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not
function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Note: Do not insert CDs with homemade paper
adhesive labels into the CD player as the label may peel and cause the CD to become jammed.
Page Audio System C. To store a radio station, tune to the station, then press and hold a preset
button until sound returns. Page Audio System M. See the SYNC chapter for more information.
AUX: Press this button to access your auxiliary input jack or switch between devices you plug
into the input jack or USB port. See Auxiliary input jack later in this chapter. Once you skip or
lock a channel, you can only access it by pressing Direct and entering the channel number.
Select to scan all music in the current MP3 Scan Folder folder. Select to bring soft and loud
passages together CD Compression for a more consistent listening level. Clock Settings Set
Time Select to set the time. Page Usb Port Audio System The auxiliary input jack allows you to
connect and play music from your portable music player through your vehicle speakers. You
can use any portable music player designed for use with headphones. SD card slot C. Page
Note: Sirius reserves the unrestricted right to change, rearrange, add or delete programming
including canceling, moving or adding particular channels, and its prices, at any time, with or
without notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for any such programming
changes. None Found. Check All the channels in the Use the channel guide Channel Guide. Fan
speed control: Controls the volume of air circulated in your vehicle. Turn to select the desired
fan speed or switch off. If you switch the fan off, the windshield may fog up. Air distribution
control: Press to set the air distribution to a position listed below: Distributes air through the
windshield defroster vents, demister vents and floor vents. Distributes air through the
instrument panel vents. Distributes air through the instrument panel vents, floor vents, and
demister vents. Page Climate Control A. When the system is off, outside air cannot enter the
vehicle. Turn to increase or decrease the air temperature for the driver side of the vehicle. Page
Climate Control E. Recirculated air: Press to switch between outside air and recirculated air.
When the LED on the button is lit, the air currently in the passenger compartment is being
recirculated. Using recirculated air can reduce the time needed to cool the interior and reduce

unwanted odors from entering your vehicle. Page Climate Control Use air conditioning with
recirculated air to improve cooling performance and efficiency. This position is more
economical and efficient than normal air conditioning. MyTemp: Allows you to quickly adjust to
a frequently used setting with a single touch. Page Climate Control F. Air conditioning cools the
vehicle using outside air. To improve air conditioning when starting your vehicle, drive with the
windows slightly open for two to three minutes. Use air conditioning with recirculated air to
improve cooling performance and efficiency. For maximum cooling performance in manual
override control: 1. Set the temperature to LO. Set the fan to the highest blower setting. To aid
in side window defogging and demisting in cold or humid weather: 1. This prevents foreign
objects from entering the system. Running the system without a filter in place could result in
degradation or damage to the system. In moderate weather, the system either heats or cools
based on previous settings. The rear defroster and heated mirrors are not automatically turned
on. Always sit upright against your seat back, with your feet on the floor. Make sure that your
driving position is comfortable and that you can maintain full control of your vehicle. Page
Seats B. To tilt the head restraint, do the following: 1. Adjust the seatback to an upright driving
or riding position. Tilt the head restraint forward by gently pulling the top of the head restraint.
Page Power Seats Seats Folding the Front Passenger Seatback The front passenger seatback
can be folded to a horizontal position to make room for a long load. Programming a Memory
Position Note: You can program a memory position at any time. Lift up one of the slotted areas
on the cover to access the cup holders. To close the armrest, close the cupholder cover and
rotate the armrest rearward until the latch clicks. Do not program the system with the vehicle in
the garage. With your vehicle parked outside of the garage and your key in the ignition, turn the
key so that the ignition is in the on position. Hold your hand-held, garage door transmitter 1â€”3
inches 2â€”8 centimeters away from the HomeLink button you want to program. Return to your
car. Press and hold the function button you want to program for two seconds, then release.
Repeat this step. Depending on your brand of garage door opener, you may need to repeat this
sequence a third time. To do this: A. Red LED B. Green LED 1. Press and hold one of the
buttons on the hand-held transmitter for 10 seconds. To program HomeLink to the garage door
opener motor: 1. This will damage the outlet and blow the fuse. Note: Do not hang any type of
accessory or accessory bracket from the plug. Available console features include: A.
Cupholders B. Cover: Two pen holders, travel tissue pack holder, and business card or paper
holder. Page Starting and Stopping the Engine A. Off: The ignition is off. Accessory: Allows the
electrical accessories, such as the radio, to operate while the engine is not running. On: All
electrical circuits are operational and the warning lamps and indicators illuminate. Accessory:
Allows some electrical accessories to operate while the engine is not running. Fully press the
brake pedal. Press the button. If you are unable to start your vehicle, do the following: 1. Move
the transmission selector lever to position P. If your vehicle has an ignition key, turn the key to
the off position. If your vehicle has a keyless start system, press the button once. Make sure the
protective cover seals the prongs of the block heater cord plug when not in use. The pressure in
an overfilled tank may cause leakage and lead to fuel spray and fire. If you hear a hissing sound
near the fuel filler inlet, do not refuel until the sound stops. If fuel is splashed in the eyes,
remove contact lenses if worn , flush with water for 15 minutes and seek medical attention.
Failure to seek proper medical attention could lead to permanent injury. Premium fuel will
provide improved performance and is recommended for severe duty usage such as trailer tow.
Do not be concerned if your engine sometimes knocks lightly. Locate the white plastic funnel in
the spare tire compartment. Slowly insert the funnel into the capless fuel system. If you hear a
hissing sound near the fuel filler door, do not refuel until the sound stops. Otherwise, fuel may
spray out, which could cause serious personal injury. Indicated capacity is the difference in the
amount of fuel in a full tank and a tank when the fuel gauge indicates empty. Empty reserve is
the amount of fuel in the tank after the fuel gauge indicates empty. Page Information are
essential to the life and performance of your vehicle and to its emissions system. Page Fuel and
Refueling Do not make any unauthorized changes to your vehicle or engine. By law, vehicle
owners and anyone who manufactures, repairs, services, sells, leases, trades vehicles, or
supervises a fleet of vehicles are not permitted to intentionally remove an emission control
device or prevent it from working. Failure to pass this inspection could prevent you from getting
a vehicle registration. If the service engine soon indicator is on or the bulb does not work, the
vehicle may need to be serviced. Turn the ignition to the off position and remove the key
whenever you leave your vehicle. Your vehicle has been designed to improve fuel economy by
reducing fuel usage while coasting or decelerating. Page Transmission D Drive with Grade
Assist Press the transmission control switch on the side of the gearshift lever to activate grade
assist and cancel overdrive. This will increase engine RPM during engine braking. Upshift to the
recommended shift speeds according to the following chart: Upshifts when accelerating

recommended for best fuel economy Page Transmission Brake-shift interlock WARNING: Do
not drive your vehicle until you verify that the brake lamps are working. To avoid unwanted
vehicle movement, always fully set the parking brake prior to doing this procedure. Page Hill
Start Assist Transmission 3. Apply the brake pedal. Gently push and hold the brake shift
interlock lever while pulling the gearshift lever out of the P Park position and into the N Neutral
position. Install the trim panel. Apply the brake pedal, start the vehicle, and release the parking
brake. Page Transmission This feature makes it easier to pull away when the vehicle is on a
slope without the need to use the parking brake. When this feature is active, the vehicle will
remain stationary on the slope for two to three seconds after you release the brake pedal. This
increases traction, enabling you to drive over terrain and road conditions that a conventional
two-wheel drive vehicles cannot. The AWD system is active all the time and requires no input
from the operator. Page All-Wheel Drive If Equipped When driving at slow speeds in deep sand
under high outside temperatures, use a low gear when possible. Lower gear operation will
maximize the engine and transmission cooling capability. Page All-Wheel Drive If Equipped
Note: Do not rock the vehicle if the engine is not at normal operating temperature or damage to
the transmission may occur. Note: Do not rock the vehicle for more than a few minutes or
damage to the transmission and tires may occur or the engine may overheat. Page Ford Motor
Company joins the U. A danger lies in losing traction, slipping sideways and possibly rolling
over. Whenever driving on a hill, determine beforehand the route you will use. Do not drive over
the crest of a hill without seeing what conditions are on the other side. Keep speeds down,
allow for longer stopping distances and avoid aggressive steering to reduce the chances of a
loss of vehicle control which can lead to serious injury or death. Page Any modifications to a
vehicle that raise the center of gravity can make it more likely the vehicle will rollover as a result
of a loss of control. Ford Motor Company recommends that caution be used with any vehicle
equipped with a high load or device such as ladder or luggage racks. If a metal-to-metal,
continuous grinding or continuous squeal sound is present, the brake linings may be worn out.
Have them inspected by an authorized dealer. If your vehicle has continuous vibration or
shudder in the steering wheel while braking, have your vehicle inspected by an authorized
dealer. If the brake warning lamp illuminates with the parking brake released, have your brake
system serviced immediately. If your vehicle begins to slide, the system applies the brakes to
individual wheels and, when needed, reduces engine power at the same time. If the wheels spin
when accelerating on slippery or loose surfaces, the system reduces engine power in order to
increase traction. Sensing is only an aid for some generally large and fixed objects when
moving in reverse on a flat surface at parking speeds. Traffic control systems, inclement
weather, air brakes, and external motors and fans may also affect the function of the sensing
system; Page Rear-View Camera System Parking Aids If a fault is present in the system, a
warning message appears in the information display and does not allow the driver to switch the
faulted system on. Page Parking Aids WARNING: Objects that are close to either corner of the
bumper or under the bumper, might not be seen on the screen due to the limited coverage of
the camera system. The system uses two types of guides to help you see what is behind your
vehicle: 1. Note: The centerline is only available if fixed guidelines are on. Rear bumper B. Fixed
guideline: Red zone C. Fixed guideline: Yellow zone D. Be aware of your surroundings when
using the manual zoom feature. Note: Manual zoom is only available when the transmission is in
R Reverse. This could result in loss of vehicle control, serious injury or death. When you
release the accelerator pedal, you will return to the speed that you previously set. Release the
control when you reach the desired speed. Note: It is your responsibility to stay alert, drive
safely and be in control of your vehicle at all times. The system adjusts your speed to maintain
a proper distance between you and the vehicle in front of you in the same lane. Page Cruise
Control 4. Take your foot off the accelerator pedal. A lead vehicle graphic will illuminate if there
is a vehicle detected in front of you. Note: When adaptive cruise control is active, the set speed
displayed in the information display may vary slightly from the speedometer. Page Cruise
Control If the system predicts that its maximum braking level will not be sufficient, an audible
warning will sound while the system continues to brake. This is accompanied by a heads-up
display; a red warning bar illuminating on the windshield. You should take immediate action.
Setting the Gap Distance Note: It is your responsibility to select a gap appropriate to the driving
conditions. Page Cruise Control When you are overriding the system, the green indicator light
illuminates and the follow vehicle does not show in the information display. The system will
resume operation when you release the accelerator pedal. The vehicle speed will decrease to
the set speed, or a lower speed if following a slower vehicle. Press and release OFF or turn off
the ignition. Page Cruise Control Adaptive Cruise Control Not Available Several conditions exist
which can cause the system to deactivate or prevent the system from activating when
requested. Page Cruise Control Cause Action The surface of the radar in the Clean the grille

surface in front of grille is dirty or obstructed in the radar or remove the object some way. The
surface of the radar in the Wait a short time. Note: The alert indicator dims when the headlamp
switch is not in the off position and nighttime darkness is detected. Page Driving Aids Reasons
for messages being displayed The radar surface is Clean the fascia area in front of the radar or
dirty or obstructed remove the obstruction. The radar surface is Drive normally in traffic for a
few minutes to not dirty or obstructed allow the radar to detect passing vehicles so it can clear
the blocked state. When problems that may cause the left or right indicator not to illuminate,
only the information display message faults appear. Page Driving Aids If it is, a red warning
light illuminates and an audible warning chime sounds. The brake support system assists the
driver in reducing the collision speed by charging the brakes. If the risk of collision further
increases after the warning light illuminates, the brake support prepares the brake system for
rapid braking. Page Driving Aids Blocked Sensors If a message regarding a blocked sensor
appears in the information display, the radar signals from the sensor have been obstructed. The
sensors are located behind a fascia cover near the driver side of the lower grille. When the
sensors are obstructed, a vehicle ahead cannot be detected and the collision warning system
does not function. The brake pedal must be pressed just like any typical braking situation. Due
to the nature of radar technology, there may be certain instances where vehicles do not provide
a collision warning. The cargo net secures lightweight objects in the cargo area. Attach the net
to the anchors provided in one of the two configurations. Repeat the attachment on both sides
of the vehicle. Lift the release handle to open. We recommend you use Ford Genuine Accessory
crossbars designed specifically for your vehicle. Make sure that you securely fasten the load.
Check the tightness of the load before driving and at each fuel stop. Do not hang more than 10
pounds 4. Page Load Carrying Vehicle Curb Weight â€” is the weight of your new vehicle when
you picked it up from your authorized dealer plus any aftermarket equipment. Payload â€” is the
combined weight of cargo and passengers that the vehicle is carrying. When towing, trailer
tongue load weight is also part of cargo weight. Steps for determining the correct load limit: 1.
You and one of your friends decide to pick up cement from the local home improvement store to
finish that patio you have been planning for the past 2 years. WARNING: Towing trailers beyond
the maximum recommended gross trailer weight exceeds the limit of your vehicle and could
result in engine damage, transmission damage, structural damage, loss of vehicle control,
vehicle rollover and personal injury. Ford does not recommend disabling this feature except in
situations where speed reduction may be detrimental such as hill climbing , the driver has
significant trailer towing experience, and can control trailer sway and maintain safe operation.
You must use a four-pin trailer wiring connector for your vehicle and the trailer lighting
equipment. Color Function 1. Your vehicle may not have enough braking power and your
chances of having a collision greatly increase. The speed control may turn off automatically
when you are towing on long, steep grades. Page Wrecker Towing We recommend the use of a
wheel lift and dollies or flatbed equipment to tow your vehicle. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford
Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. Vehicle damage may occur if
towed incorrectly, or by any other means. Page Recreational Towing Towing Front-wheel drive
vehicles must have the front wheels placed on a tow dolly when towing your vehicle from the
rear using wheel lift equipment. This prevents damage to the transmission. Towing an all-wheel
drive vehicle requires that all wheels be off the ground, such as using a wheel lift and dollies or
flatbed equipment. Page Towing Vehicles Equipped with a 3. See the Climate Control chapter.
Follow these guidelines if you have a need for recreational towing, such as towing your vehicle
behind a motorhome or truck. During this time, your vehicle may exhibit some unique driving
characteristics. Avoid driving too fast during the first miles kilometers. Vary your speed
frequently and change up through the gears early. Only use floor mats that leave the pedal area
unobstructed. Only use floor mats that are firmly secured to retention posts so that they cannot
slip out of position and interfere with the pedals or impair safe operation of your vehicle in other
ways. This program is separate from the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Page Hazard Warning
Flashers U. Ford vehicle customers who require Roadside Assistance, call If you need to
arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable
amount for towing to the nearest dealership within 35 miles 56 kilometers. To obtain
reimbursement information, U. Page Jump-Starting The Vehicle Roadside Emergencies Should
your vehicle shut off after a collision, you may restart your vehicle by doing the following: 1.
Repeat steps 1 and 2 to re-enable fuel pump. A spark may cause an explosion of the gases that
surround the battery. Note: Do not attach the negative - cable to fuel lines, engine rocker
covers, the intake manifold or electrical components as grounding points. Page Roadside
Emergencies Jump Starting 1. Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run the engine at a
moderately increased speed. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle. Once the disabled vehicle
has been started, run both engines for an additional three minutes before disconnecting the

jumper cables. Page Customer Assistance A reasonable time must be allowed to perform a
repair after taking your vehicle to the authorized dealer. Repairs will be made using Ford or
Motorcraft parts, or remanufactured or other parts that are authorized by Ford. Ford is also
allowed a final repair attempt in some states. In those cases, where you continue to feel that the
efforts by Ford of Canada and the authorized dealer to resolve a factory-related vehicle service
concern have been unsatisfactory, Ford of Canada participates in an impartial third party
mediation or arbitration program administered by the Canadian Motor Vehicle Arbitration Plan
CAMVAP. Page Central America, the Caribbean, and Israel, contact the nearest authorized
dealer. If you are in another foreign country, contact the nearest authorized dealer. Page
Reporting Safety Defects U. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire
damage and could start a fire. If electrical components in your vehicle are not working, a fuse
may have blown. WARNING: To reduce risk of electrical shock, always replace the cover to the
power distribution box before reconnecting the battery or refilling fluid reservoirs. The power
distribution box is located in the engine compartment. To remove the trim panel, slide the
release lever to the right then pull the trim panel out. To remove the fuse panel cover, press in
the tabs on both sides of the cover, then pull the cover off. Page Fuses Fuse or relay Fuse amp
Protected components number rating Driver front smart window Not used spare Not used spare
Demand lamps relay Not used spare Radio frequency module 7. Page Fuses Fuse or relay Fuse
amp Protected components number rating Steering wheel control, Intelligent access, Headlamp
switch On-board diagnostics Liftgate release Global positioning system module Intelligent
access Ignition switch without intelligent access , Key inhibit solenoid, Push button start with
intelligent access Radio, Multi-function display screen, Electronic finish panel, SYNC module
Page Fuses Fuse or relay Fuse amp Protected components number rating 7. There is a large
network of Ford authorized dealers who are there to help you with their professional servicing
expertise. We believe that their specially trained technicians are best qualified to service your
vehicle properly and expertly. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle located under the
bottom of the instrument panel near the steering column. Go to the front of the vehicle and
release the secondary hood latch that is located under the front center of the hood. Engine
coolant reservoir B. Brake fluid reservoir C. Battery D. Power distribution box E. Air filter
assembly F. Engine oil filler cap G. Engine oil dipstick H. Power steering fluid reservoir C. Brake
fluid reservoir D. Battery E. Power distribution box F. Air filter assembly G. Transmission fluid
dipstick H. Engine oil dipstick I. Remove the filler cap. Add engine oil that meets Ford
specifications. See Capacities and Specifications for more information. Replace the filler cap.
Turn it until you feel a strong resistance. Page Engine Coolant Check Note: For best results,
coolant concentration should be tested with a refractometer such as Rotunda tool ROB
available from your dealer. Ford does not recommend the use of hydrometers or coolant test
strips for measuring coolant concentrations. Page Unscrew the cap slowly. Any pressure will
escape as you unscrew the cap. Add prediluted engine coolant meeting the Ford specification.
Whenever coolant has been added, the coolant level in the coolant reservoir should be checked
the next few times you drive the vehicle. The amount of speed reduction will depend on the
vehicle loading, towing, grade, ambient temperature, and other factors. Page Maintenance How
Fail-Safe Cooling Works If the engine begins to overheat, the engine coolant temperature gauge
will move to the red hot area and: The coolant temperature warning light will illuminate. The
service engine soon indicator will illuminate. If the engine reaches a preset over-temperature
condition, the engine will automatically switch to alternating cylinder operation. Page Automatic
Transmission Fluid Check Maintenance You have limited engine power when in the fail-safe
mode, so drive the vehicle with caution. The vehicle will not be able to maintain high-speed
operation and the engine will run rough. Remember that the engine is capable of completely
shutting down automatically to prevent engine damage, therefore: 1. Page Maintenance 4. Latch
the gearshift lever in P Park and leave the engine running. Remove the dipstick, wiping it clean
with a clean, dry lint free rag. If necessary, refer to Under hood overview in this chapter for the
location of the dipstick. Page Maintenance Adjusting automatic transmission fluid levels Note:
Use of a non-approved automatic transmission fluid may cause internal transmission
component damage. Before adding any fluid, make sure the correct type is used. The type of
fluid used is normally indicated on the dipstick and also in the Capacities and Specifications
chapter. Page Brake Fluid Check Add fluid to fill the reservoir if the level is low. Only use a
washer fluid that meets Ford specifications. See the technical specifications chart in the
Capacities and Specifications chapter. Note: The front and rear washer systems are supplied
from the same reservoir. Therefore, do not allow flames, sparks or lighted substances to come
near the battery. When working near the battery, always shield your face and protect your eyes.
Always provide proper ventilation. Page When a battery replacement is required, the battery
should only be replaced with a Ford recommended replacement battery that matches the

electrical requirements of the vehicle. When the battery is disconnected or a new battery
installed, the automatic transmission must relearn its adaptive strategy. If the battery has been
disconnected or a new battery has been installed, the clock and radio settings must be reset
once the battery is reconnected. Page Air Filter S Maintenance Changing rear window wiper
blade The rear wiper arm is designed without a service position. This reduces the risk of
damage to the blade in an automatic car wash. To replace the wiper blade: 1. Release the
clamps that secure the air filter housing cover. Carefully separate the two halves of the air filter
housing. Remove the air filter element from the air filter housing. Wipe the air filter housing and
cover clean to remove any dirt or debris and to ensure good sealing. Measure the height of the
headlamp bulb center from the ground and mark an 8 foot 2. Page Changing A Bulb
Maintenance 4. Locate the vertical adjuster on each headlamp. Using a Hex head driver, turn the
adjuster either clockwise or counterclockwise in order to adjust the vertical aim of the
headlamp. Close the hood and turn off the lamps. Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and do
not touch the glass. The oil from your hand could cause the bulb to break the next time the
headlamps are operated. Note: If the bulb is accidentally touched, it should be cleaned with
rubbing alcohol before being used. These lamps operate at a high voltage. When the bulb is
burned out, the bulb and starter capsule assembly must be replaced by your authorized dealer.
Page Maintenance Replacing high-mount brake lamp bulbs Your vehicle is equipped with an
LED center high-mount stop lamp. It is designed to last the life of the vehicle. If replacement is
required, see your authorized dealer. Replacing license plate lamp bulbs 1. The correct bulbs
will not damage the lamp assembly or void the lamp assembly warranty and will provide quality
bulb burn time. Use Motorcraft Bug and Tar Remover. We recommend that you wash and wax
the painted surface once or twice a year. When washing and waxing, park your vehicle in a
shaded area out of direct sunlight. In Canada, use Motorcraft Engine Shampoo. Such products
could contaminate the side airbag system and affect performance of the side airbag in a
collision. A clearcoat paint finish coats aluminum wheels and wheel covers. Use a sponge to
remove heavy deposits of dirt and brake dust accumulation. Tires should always be kept at the
correct inflation pressures and extra caution should be taken when operating on rough roads to
avoid impacts that could cause wheel and tire damage. Page 10 to 12 inches or limited
production tires as defined in Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations Part Department of
Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford Motor
Company to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government has
written it. Page Wheels and Tires to degenerate and reduce tire life, and excessive temperature
can lead to sudden tire failure. The grade C corresponds to a level of performance which all
passenger car tires must meet under the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. Grades B
and A represent higher levels of performance on the laboratory test wheel than the minimum
required by law. Page Wheels and Tires D. R: Indicates a radial type tire. If you change your
wheel size, you will have to purchase new tires to match the new wheel diameter. It is an index
that relates to how much weight a tire can carry. Page Wheels and Tires H. The next two
numbers or letters are the plant code designating where it was manufactured, the next two are
the tire size code and the last four numbers represent the week and year the tire was built. Page
Wheels and Tires M. These differences are described below. Note: The temporary tire size for
your vehicle may be different from this example. Page You are strongly urged to buy a reliable
tire pressure gauge, as automatic service station gauges may be inaccurate. Ford recommends
the use of a digital or dial-type tire pressure gauge rather than a stick-type tire pressure gauge.
The cold inflation pressure should never be set lower than the recommended pressure on the
Safety Compliance Certification Label or Tire Label. Page Wheels and Tires 6. Visually inspect
the tires to make sure there are no nails or other objects embedded that could poke a hole in the
tire and cause an air leak. Check the sidewalls to make sure there are no gouges, cuts or
bulges. Inspecting Your Tires and Wheel Valve Stems Periodically inspect the tire treads for
uneven or excessive wear and remove objects such as stones, nails or glass that may be
wedged in the Page Wheels and Tires WARNING: Age Tires degrade over time depending on
many factors such as weather, storage conditions, and conditions of use such as load, speed,
inflation pressure the tires experience throughout their lives. In general, tires should be
replaced after six years regardless of tread wear. If this information is not found on these labels,
then you should contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Use of any tire or wheel
not recommended by Ford can affect the safety and performance of your vehicle, which could
result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death.
Page The tire pressure sensors mounted in the wheels originally installed on your vehicle are
not designed to be used in aftermarket wheels. The use of wheels or tires not recommended by
Ford Motor Company may affect the operation of your tire pressure monitoring system. Page
Wheels and Tires If you feel a sudden vibration or ride disturbance while driving, or you suspect

your tire or vehicle has been damaged, immediately reduce your speed. Drive with caution until
you can safely pull off the road. Stop and inspect the tires for damage. Do not use tire cables on
dry roads. Page Wheels and Tires may occur for a variety of reasons, including the installation
of replacement or alternate tires or wheels on the vehicle that prevent the TPMS from
functioning properly. Always check the TPMS malfunction telltale after replacing one or more
tires or wheels on your vehicle to ensure that the replacement or alternate tires and wheels
allow the TPMS to continue to function properly. Page Wheels and Tires To restore the full
function of the tire pressure monitoring system, have the damaged road wheel and tire
assembly repaired and remounted on your vehicle. Page Wheels and Tires Low tire Possible
cause Customer action required pressure warning light Flashing Spare tire in use Repair the
damaged road wheel warning light and tire assembly and reinstall it on the vehicle to restore
system function. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather
than repaired. Page Wheels and Tires 2. If using a jack other than the one provided as original
equipment with your vehicle, make sure the jack capacity is adequate for the vehicle weight,
including any vehicle cargo or modifications. Page Wheels and Tires 9. The vehicle jacking
points are shown here, and are depicted on the yellow warning label on the jack. Note: Jack at
the specified locations to avoid damage to the vehicle. Small arrow-shaped marks on the sills
show the location of the jacking points. Place the 22 inch tire and wheel assembly in the spare
tire well with the valve stem facing down. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners.
Note: Inspect the wheel pilot hole and mounting surface prior to installation. Remove any visible
corrosion or loose particles. The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the engine
if such spark plugs are not used. World manufacturer identifier B. Make, vehicle line, series,
body type D. Engine type E. The following table tells you which transmission each code
represents. In addition, you may also adversely affect the performance of other electrical
systems in the vehicle. Page Ford Extended Service Plan 3. Whenever you sell your vehicle,
prospective buyers may have a higher You are pre-approved with no credit checks, no hassles!
Page Scheduled Maintenance Parts installed at your dealership carry a nationwide month or
mile kilometers parts and labor limited warranty. If you do not use Ford authorized parts they
may not meet our specifications and depending on the part, it could affect emissions
compliance. Page Ford Motor Company has recommended maintenance intervals for various
parts and component systems based upon engineering testing. Ford Motor Company relies
upon this testing to determine the most appropriate mileage for replacement of oils and fluids to
protect your vehicle at the lowest overall cost to you and recommends against maintenance
schedules that deviate from the scheduled maintenance information. Page Scheduled
Maintenance chemicals or additives not approved by Ford Motor Company are not
recommended as part of normal maintenance. Please consult your warranty information. Oils,
Fluids and Flushing In many cases, fluid discoloration is a normal operating characteristic and,
by itself, does not necessarily indicate a concern or that the fluid needs to be changed. Page In
order to keep your vehicle running right, it is important to have the systems on your vehicle
checked regularly. This can help identify potential issues and prevent major problems. Ford
Motor Company recommends the following multi-point inspection be performed at every
scheduled maintenance interval to help make sure your vehicle keeps running great. By using
several important factors in its calculations, the monitor helps reduce the cost of owning your
vehicle and reduce environmental waste at the same time. Page Scheduled Maintenance Normal
scheduled maintenance At every oil change Change engine oil and filter. Perform multi-point
inspection recommended. Inspect automatic transmission fluid level if equipped with dipstick.
Page Scheduled Maintenance Other maintenance items Every miles Replace cabin air filter, or
clean screen. If you occasionally operate your vehicle under any of these conditions, it is not
necessary to perform the additional maintenance. For specific recommendations, see your
dealership service advisor or technician. Page Scheduled Maintenance Extensive idling or
low-speed driving for long distances as in heavy commercial use such as delivery, taxi, patrol
car or livery Every miles Change automatic transmission fluid. Page Normal vehicle axle
maintenance: Rear axles and power take-off units with synthetic fluid and light-duty trucks
equipped with Ford-design axles are lubricated for life; do not check or change fluid unless a
leak is suspected, service is required or the assembly has been submerged in water. Vehicles
operated in these conditions require frequent inspection and replacement of the engine air filter
and cabin air filter. Support The SYNC support team is available to help you with any questions
you cannot answer on your own. Monday-Saturday, ampm EST. Sunday, ampm EST. In the
United States, call: 1â€”â€”â€” Page Master Reset to erase all stored information. Ford Motor
Company and Ford of Canada do not access the system data for any purpose other than as
described This allows you to keep your hands on the wheel and focus on what is in front of you.
Initiating a Voice Session Push the voice icon; a tone sounds and Listening appears in the

display. Note: Make sure the vehicle ignition and radio are turned on and that the transmission
is in position P. Press the phone button and scroll until System Settings is selected. These
commands are not available until phone information is completely downloaded using Bluetooth.
Use the arrow buttons to scroll through the menu options. To access: 1. Press OK to select,
then scroll through your phonebook contacts. Press OK again when the desired selection
appears in the display. Press the phone button. Access your call history log. Call History 1.
Your phone must support downloading text messages using Bluetooth to receive incoming text
messages. Note: Only one recipient is allowed per text message. Page 6. Press OK when the
contact appears and press OK again to confirm when the system asks if you would like to send
the message. Your phone settings allow you to access and adjust features such as your ring
tone, text message notification, modify your phone book and also set up automatic download.
Push the desired contact s on your phone. The Bluetooth Devices menu allows you to add,
connect, delete and set a phone as primary as well as turn your Bluetooth feature on and off.
The Advanced menu allows you to access and set prompts, languages, defaults, perform a
master reset, install an application and view system information. Press OK and scroll to toggle
between On and Off. When the desired selection is chosen, press OK. Note: Turning Bluetooth
off disconnects all Bluetooth devices and deactivates all Bluetooth features. Press the phone
button to enter the Phone Menu. Scroll until System Settings appears and press OK. Press OK
to select. Dial emergency services immediately to avoid delayed response time which could
increase the risk of serious injury or death after a crash. If you do not hear Assist within five
seconds of the crash, the system or phone may be damaged or non-functional. Off with
reminder provides a display and voice reminder at phone connection at vehicle start. Off
without reminder provides a display reminder only without a voice reminder at phone
connection. If you do not want Ford or its service providers to collect the vehicle travel
information or other information identified in the Terms and Conditions, do not activate or use
the service. For a complete list of services, or to learn more, please visit Follow the voice
prompts to select your destination. Once your destination is selected, your current vehicle
location is uploaded and a route based on current traffic conditions is calculated and sent back
to your vehicle. After the route download is complete, the phone call is automatically ended.
You can pair and connect your phone to any vehicle equipped with Traffic, Directions and
Information and continue enjoying your personalized services. Depending on how many digital
media files are on your connected device, Indexing may appear in the radio display. When
indexing is complete, the screen returns to the Play Menu. Turn off and the system does not
begin to play any of your music until all media has all been indexed. You can also plug in
devices to charge them if supported by your device. Once connected, the system indexes any
readable media files. The time required to complete this depends on the size of the media
content being indexed. If Autoplay is on, you can access media files Once these selections are
turned on, they remain on until turned off. Press SEEK to play the previous or next track. Note:
Some digital media players require both USB and line in ports to stream data and music
separately. Make sure that your device is plugged into the USB port and is turned on. If there
are less than indexed albums, they are listed alphabetically in flat file mode. If there are more,
they are organized into alphabetical categories. Press OK to enter the album menu and select
from playing all albums or from any individual indexed album. You can only view media content
which is compatible with SYNC; other files saved are not visible. Then scroll to explore indexed
media on your flash drive. Scroll until System Settings appears and select OK. Application
Download new software applications if available and then load the desired applications through
your USB port. The touchscreen provides easy interaction with your cellular phone, multimedia,
climate control and navigation system. The corners display any active modes within those
menus, such as phone status or the climate temperature. They are sensitive to light touch. In
Canada, call: 1â€”â€”â€” Times are subject to change due to holidays. You can use your
steering wheel controls to view and make minor adjustments to active modes without taking
your hands off the wheel. The selection menu expands and different options appear. After the
tone, speak your command clearly. These commands can be said at any time. The system
creates these lists when it has the same confidence level of several options based on your
voice command. To access these settings using the touchscreen: 1. If the system does not
understand a voice command, or there are multiple options, the system displays a voice
command list for you. For example, if you are currently listening to audio on an SD card, you
can browse all the artists that are stored on your USB device. The light on the button illuminates
when the feature is on. Your system has a special receiver that allows it to receive digital
broadcasts where available in addition to the analog broadcasts, it already receives. Touch and
hold a memory preset slot until the sound returns. There is a brief mute while the radio saves
the station. Sound returns when finished. When prompted, say any of the commands in the

following chart. Presets Save a channel by pressing and holding one of the memory preset
areas. There is a brief mute while the radio saves the channel. Page Note: Sirius does not
support the Alert feature on all channels. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for Alert
feature variation. Electronic Serial Number ESN is required when you need to activate, modify or
track your satellite radio account. Radio requires more No action required. Browse Touch this
button to look through all available CD tracks. USB Port The ports are located either in the
center console or behind a small access door in the instrument panel. To access and play
music from your device, press the lower left corner of the touchscreen, and then select the USB
tab. Note: Your vehicle may not have all these sound settings. See Settings. It is also able to
organize your indexed media from your playing device by metadata tags. WARNING: Store the
portable music player in a secure location, such as the center console or the glove box, when
your vehicle is in motion. Press the lower left corner on the touchscreen. You should hear audio
from your portable music player although it may be low. Phone B. Quick Dial C. Phonebook D.
History E. Messaging F. Once you pair your phone, you can access many options using the
touchscreen or voice commands. Turn on your vehicle ignition and the radio. Make sure that
Bluetooth is set to On and that your cellular phone is in the proper mode. Note: SYNC does not
download read text messages from your phone. Can you give me a call? Do Not Disturb Touch
this tab if you want all calls to go directly to your voice mail and not ring in the vehicle. When
this feature is on, text message notifications do not ring inside the cabin either. If your vehicle
is not equipped with Navigation, touch the corner of the touchscreen with the green tab. Under
the Information menu, you can access features, such as: A. If you do not want Ford or its
service providers to collect your vehicle travel information or other information identified in the
Terms and Conditions, do not subscribe or use the service. The navigation system then
calculates the route and provides driving instructions. See the Navigation system section for
more information. Page Sirius Travel Link. Note: Neither Sirius nor Ford is responsible for any
errors or inaccuracies in the Sirius Travel Link services or its use in vehicles. When you
subscribe to Sirius Travel Link, it can help you locate the best Be prepared to provide your
name, phone number and location immediately, because not all systems are capable of
receiving this information electronically. Vehicle Health Report Privacy Notice When you create
a Vehicle Health Report, Ford Motor Company may collect your cellular phone number to
process your report request and diagnostic information about your vehicle. Certain versions or
updates to Vehicle Health Report may also collect more vehicle information. Clock B. Display C.
Sound D. Vehicle E. Settings F. Help Under this menu, you can set your clock, access and
adjust the display, sound and vehicle settings as well as access settings for specific modes or
the help feature. You can also turn the outside air temperature display on and off. It appears at
the top center of the touchscreen, next to the time and date. To access and make adjustments:
1. Touch the desired color. Distance Select to display units in kilometers or miles. Temperature
Select to display units in Celsius or Fahrenheit. Advanced mode has less audible interaction
and more tone prompts. This allows you to listen to music during the indexing process. Have
the system display your turn list top to bottom or bottom to top. Turn the Parking POI
notification on and off. Bluetooth Turn Bluetooth on and off. Do Not Disturb Have all calls go
directly to your voice mail and not ring inside your vehicle. You must turn on your mobile
broadband device on your personal computer before connecting it to the system. This screen
allows you to set up what is your typical area for your USB mobile broadband connection. If
your vehicle is not equipped with navigation, nothing displays. The system provides allowable
voice commands for the current mode. Touch it again to prevent the rear seat passengers from
adjusting the settings. Rear Control automatically turns off when you use the touchscreen to
adjust the rear climate settings. To set a destination, press the green corner of your
touchscreen, then Dest when it appears. See Setting a destination later in this chapter.
High-occupancy vehicle lanes are also known as carpool or diamond lanes. People who ride in
buses, vanpools or carpools use these lanes. Note: If your vehicle is on a recognized road and
you do not press the Start Route button, the system defaults to the Fastest Route option and
begins guidance. When you are viewing more information for hotels, cityseekr also tells you if
the hotel has certain services and facilities using icons. Hotel services and facilities Restaurant
24 Hr Room Service Setting Your Navigation Preferences Select settings for the system to take
into account when planning your route. Automatic: Have the system reroute you to avoid traffic
incidents that develop and impact the current route no notification is provided. It toggles
between three different map modes: Heading up, North up, and 3D. Heading up 2D map always
shows the direction of forward travel to be upward on the screen. Map Icons Vehicle mark
shows the current location of your vehicle. It stays in the center of the map display, except
when in scroll mode. You need to specify the make and model of your vehicle to determine if
there is an update available. Any removal, reproduction, reverse engineering or other

unauthorized use of the software from this system in violation of the license agreement is
strictly prohibited and may subject you to legal action. Page Appendices Navigation Features
Any navigation features included in the system are intended to provide turn by turn instructions
to get you to a desired destination. Please make certain all persons using this system carefully
read and follow instructions and safety information fully. Distraction Hazard Any navigation
features may require manual non-verbal setup. Your use of the TeleNav Software indicates that
you accept these terms and conditions. If you do not accept these terms and conditions, do not
break the seal of the package, launch, or otherwise use the TeleNav Software. Page Appendices
transfer of the TeleNav Software license , without the right to sublicense, to use the TeleNav
Software in object code form only in order to access and use the TeleNav Software. This license
shall terminate upon any termination or expiration of this Agreement. You agree that you will
use the TeleNav Software only for your personal business or leisure purposes, and not to
provide commercial navigation services to other parties. Page Appendices parties. You
expressly agree to waive your right to a jury trial. This Agreement and performance hereunder
will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California,
without giving effect to its conflict of laws provisions. To the extent judicial action is necessary
in connection with the binding arbitration, both TeleNav and you agree to submit to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the County of Santa Clara, California. Page Appendices 8.
Page Appendices WARNING: This Data may contain inaccurate or incomplete information due
to the passage of time, changing circumstances, sources used and the nature of collecting
comprehensive geographic Data, any of which may lead to incorrect results. Page Appendices
Export Control: You agree not to export from anywhere any part of the Data or any direct
product thereof except in compliance with, and with all lice
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nses and approvals required under, applicable export laws, rules and regulations, including but
not limited to the laws, rules and regulations administered by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control of the U. This Data is a commercial item as defined in FAR 2. All rights reserved. If the
Contracting Officer, federal government agency, or any federal official refuses to use the legend
provided herein, the Contracting Officer, federal government agency, or any federal official must
notify You agree not to assign, copy, transfer or transmit the Gracenote Content, Gracenote
Software or any Gracenote Data except in a Tag associated with a music file to any third party.
Page CD player Page Index Dipstick specifications Page Index odometer Page Index Setting a
destination by voice Page Index fluid, checking and adding Voice commands in phone
automatic Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

